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Introduction to Public Transit_______________________ 

What is Public Transit?  
Public transit, or mass transit, is non-exclusive group transportation. The “public” in “public 

transportation” refers to the nature of the transportation, rather than its ownership. The 

government does not always own the transportation, in other words. When it comes to 

determining whether or not transit is public, we have to ask whether or not it is open to the 

general public. Since subways, buses, and ferries are open to the general public and also shared 

simultaneously by unrelated groups, they are examples of public transit. Taxis, on the other hand, 

while open to the general public, do not carry unrelated groups, and consequently cannot be 

considered examples of public transit. Cruise ships also cannot be considered examples of public 

transit, because while they carry disparate groups, they are not open to the general public, as 

their cost is objectively prohibitive. Bike sharing, interestingly, is a hybrid. A single bike would 

not be considered public transit since it can only carry individuals, but the system as a whole 

could be considered public transit.  

Public transit, in order to be public transit, must provide diverse, unrelated groups the ability 

to simultaneously travel to a destination, regardless of who provides the service.  For the 

remainder of the document, this is the definition we will use.   

A History of Public Transit  
The first public bus system was created by esteemed physicist/theologian/philosopher Blaise 

Pascal in 1662 in Paris. However, it was created as a novel, luxury service, and as such fizzled 

out within the next ten years. It would not return to Parisian streets until 1826, where it then 

spread like wildfire. While buses at that time, in both Europe and America, were glorified (and 

gigantic) horse carriages, they were popular and successfully catered to a middle class clientele, 

making them one of the first true examples of public transit, at least at the urban scale. (Trains 

and ferries fulfilled longer and shorter range 

transit goals.)  

Buses would evolve quickly moving toward the 

20
th

 century. Rail tracks were laid in cities to 

smooth out the rides for passengers, and later 

cable cars would exploit these same tracks to do 

away with horses as the primary power source, 

cleaning up and speeding up the cars. Streetcars 

were the next innovation in bus transit, which 

moved the motor from outside the bus to inside 

it. This allowed for buses to reach higher 

speeds, and consequently for people to live farther out from the city center. This had the positive 

Figure 1:  A San Francisco Cable Car 
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effect of allowing people to live in healthier, less polluted areas of the city, but also had negative 

effects on walkability and community interaction. Social areas diverged from residential areas, 

creating the first examples of the distinct land uses that we see today.  

Ultimately, the advent of the automobile made mid-1900 bus systems indistinguishable from 

those we have today.
1
  

Transit in the 21
st
 Century  

Nowadays, buses operate as one of two main forms of urban public transportation. Light rail is 

its primary competitor. Light rail, however, requires significantly larger infrastructural 

investments, is more difficult to maintain, but does carry larger amounts of people longer 

distances with less interruption. Bus systems can also make changes to their infrastructure, 

routes, etc. at very little cost, a trait not shared by light rail.
2
  

Modern buses, unlike their cable car or streetcar predecessors, are internally powered. Gasoline-

fueled buses are the most prolific type of modern bus, though diesel-fueled ones are also 

common. Electric buses are also being incorporated into urban transit systems and hailed as the 

most environmentally friendly of environmentally friendly vehicles.  

Modern buses come in many shapes and sizes. 

The smallest ones seat about the same amount of 

people as a large station wagon, and the largest 

ones are either “articulated” or “double-decker”. 

The former, sometimes called “slinky buses” or 

“wiggle buses” can be up to eighty feet long, and 

seat 200 people. Double-decker buses, which 

have two decks, or stories, can seat around 80 

people or more if they are the rare “double-decker 

articulated” bus. The conventional “city bus”, 

however, is approximately 40 feet long. Anything 

smaller is considered a “minibus”.  

Most large, urban cities in the United States have a bus system. In 2017, Americans took 10.1 

billion trips using public transportation. These trips were provided by the 7,700 public and 

private transit-providing organizations in the country. Despite this, 45% of the country remains 

without a public transit option,
3
 which limits their access to amenities necessary to maintain a 

reasonable standard of living.  

                                              
1
 gogocharters.com 

2
 Ibid. 

3
 apta.com 

Figure 2: The PCR Minibus on the S-Curves 
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Merits of Public Transit in Unalaska__________________ 

Traffic Camera and Bus Studies 

Summary 

From August 14
th

 to September 9
th

, 2017, the City of 

Unalaska Planning Department conducted a traffic camera 

study. Data was collected from 7:00am to 11:00pm Monday 

through Saturday at eight different locations along Airport 

Beach road. The purpose of this study was to determine 

general Unalaska traffic patterns, as well as understand the 

distribution of modes of transit (car, bike, taxi, pedestrian, 

truck) at the observed locations. These locations are also 

control points to determine whether or not the bus study, 

which ran for one week during the traffic camera study and 

one week in January 2018, caused a noticeable change in 

either the traffic patterns or distribution of modes of transit.  

During the bus study, surveys were distributed to riders in English, Spanish, Tagalog, and 

Japanese. The survey was designed to determine whether or not interest in a bus system was 

significant amongst Unalaskans, how far Unalaskans were willing to walk to reach a stop, what 

sort of transportation they would use if the bus was not available, and other conclusions 

regarding the potential necessity of a public transit system.  

Results from the Traffic Camera Study 
Over the month-long course of the study, over 20,000 daily vehicle transits were recorded 

through the studied intersections. Around 7,000 trips are taken on Airport Beach Road daily. 

What is remarkable, however, is just how high the 

proportion of cars and pickups relative to other vehicles 

was during the study. The Planning Department expects 

that personal vehicle ownership is so proportionally 

high in Unalaska for three reasons:  

1. While the City is relatively small compared to 

other towns its size, Unalaska is incredibly long, 

stretching over seven miles from the end of the Valley to 

the elbow of the Spit. This distance, in combination with 

the fact that necessary amenities such as Safeway or the 

PCR do not have any similar institutions more evenly 

distributed across the island all but require residents to 

own or rent a car.  

2. Unalaska‟s weather is unpredictable and 

                                              
4
 All drivers were City employees. 

 August 

Period 

January 

Period 

Riders 266 1,350 

Drivers
4
 13 10 

Costs ~$8,500 

Stops 25 10 

Buses 1 2 

Figure 3: Bus Study Statistics 
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Figure 4:  Average Citywide Vehicle Use 
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unforgiving. This often makes open-air transportation such as biking or walking 

prohibitively unpleasant. 

3. Taxis are also prohibitively expensive for many residents. (See Figure 5.) Traveling by 

taxi is unsustainable or at least limits people‟s ability to engage in community events, get 

to work, etc.  

Traffic in Unalaska reaches its peak in the 

mid-afternoon. This is consistent with 

common-sense assumptions, as students are 

leaving school, employees are leaving work, 

and shoppers are running errands. It is also a 

time of day when people are switching roles 

– from laborer to parent, teacher to 

homeowner, employee at a large business to 

business-owner at a small business etc. 

“Putting on a different hat” often requires 

moving from one venue to a different one. In 

Unalaska, mid-afternoon is a time when 

many community members “put on a 

different hat.” The volume of traffic reflects 

this. (See Figure 6 for detail.)  

Most of the traffic during this period in town is headed north on Airport Beach Road to the 

Amaknak Retail Area, where Safeway and Alaska Ship Supply are located. These two 

intersections, respectively, are at East Point Road and Salmon Way. Salmon Way has the highest 

daily through traffic (Figure 7), as it is the access point for the Grand Aleutian Hotel, Gas n‟ Go 

service station, Unisea, Inc., Alaska Ship Supply, the Dutch Harbor Post Office, and Key Bank.  

 

Figure 6:  Hourly Traffic Volume 
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Broadway

Captain's Bay

Salmon

East Point

Description Rate 

Flag Drop $2.65 

Per Mile $3.00 

Per Minute Waiting Time $1.06 

Per Hour Charter  $80.00 

3+ Riders per Party $5.30 for each additional fare 

Rate Discount for Seniors  -$1.00 when total rate <$10 

-$2.00 when total rate >$10 

Westward to Safeway $11.05 

Airport to Grand Aleutian $7.45 

Northern Victor to PCR $17.65 

Figure 5:  UCO 9.12.065 Taxicab Service Rates    
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Figure 7: Traffic on Airport Beach Road 

 

Results from Bus Study Survey 
 

45% of the 190 survey respondents did not have a valid driver‟s license. Except in the case of 

youth under the age of 16 whose parents or guardians have a car at home, this population would 

be unable to use a personal automobile to traverse the island, requiring them to use one of the 

other methods of island transportation. These other methods remain prohibitive, and often result 

in community members being unable to leave residences. This conclusion is reinforced by the 

observation that 25% of respondents reported they were traveling to their destination from their 

residence and 32% traveling from their place of work. Without the bus, many of the respondents 

would have remained at or near home, since much of the population without a valid driver‟s 

license work at the processing plants, which offer bunkhouses on site to live in. 

 

72% of respondents walked under five minutes to reach a bus stop, while only 13% walked more 

than five minutes. This suggests that all residential areas on the island should be located at least 

within five minutes of a bus stop; otherwise the same prohibitive effects that prevent an 

individual from walking to their destination will prevent them from accessing the bus stop.  

 

While only 13% of respondents said they were traveling to work, 30% of respondents were 

headed to shop at one of the island‟s retail businesses. This is consistent with traffic camera 

observations, and shows the benefit provided by the bus service when it comes to giving people 

access to basic amenities that would otherwise be inaccessible.  

 

The survey also asked respondents what price they would be willing to pay for a single bus fare. 

The average response hovered in the $2.00 to $4.00 range, but ranged as high as $10.00 and as 
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low as $0. Day and monthly bus passes were also proposed, on the condition that they would 

provide a value discount per ride.  

 

77% of riders reported that frequency of service during both periods of the study was adequate. 

Better signage was suggested as a way to improve route information.  

 

An Observed Need 
 

Economic Development Opportunities 

 

According to the American Public Transit Association (APTA), public transit provides an 

explosive boost to a region‟s economy, simply because it allows for more people to go more 

places. For every $1.00 invested in the capital costs related to a public transit system, a 

community can expect to see a $3.00 return in 

increased business sales and a $3.20 return from every 

$1.00 invested in operational costs.  

 

This economic benefit is likely more pronounced in 

Unalaska than elsewhere because of the peculiar 

geographical and climatic circumstances that come 

with being on an Aleutian island. This is because 

Unalaska’s proportionally high rate of car traffic 

relative to other vehicle traffic is not complemented 

by an equally high rate of car ownership relative to 

total population. During peak fishing season, 

Unalaska‟s population can swell to approximately 

11,000 people
5
, and the City has a permanent population of about 5,000. However, according to 

the most recently acquired vehicle statistics (2016), there are only 2,237 personal vehicles on the 

island.  

 

During the fishing season‟s peak, this means there is approximately 7 people for every one 

personal vehicle. Furthermore, because Unalaska lacks a connection to the Alaskan road 

system most of the transient population arrives via plane or ferry, without a personal 

vehicle. This leaves, during peak months, around 85% of Unalaskan residents and visitors reliant 

on Unalaska‟s three other transportation modes: walking, bicycling, and taxis. If 84% of 

Unalaskan traffic is car traffic, seven thousand total trips are taken on Airport Beach Road daily, 

the average American takes 4.1 car trips per day
6
, and average Alaskans

7
 own 0.91 vehicles per 

                                              
5
 ci.unalaska.ak.us 

6
 bts.gov 

7
 Permanent Unalaskan residents are considered “average Alaskans”, in this case.  

Figure 8:  Photo of Bus Riders in August 2017 
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capita
8
, then we can expect about 1,900 Unalaskans to travel down Airport Beach Road daily in a 

car. If travel via bike, foot, or taxi can be averaged at 2 trips per day, and each bike, pedestrian, 

or taxi carries one traveler at a time, then we can expect about 560 Unalaskans make a trip on 

Airport Beach Road daily on foot, a bike, or in a taxi.  

 

The remaining 8,538 visitors and residents, or 77.6% of the island population during peak 

fishing season, do not regularly leave their place of residence to access a retail or 

community amenity on a daily basis. While some of the 8,538 people who do not own their 

own means of transportation can afford a taxi, have family members with vehicles, or carpool to 

their destination, the majority cannot leave their place of residence or temporary 

accommodations. Furthermore, those who can leave do not do so as frequently as they could if 

they did not share a vehicle with other people. 

 

A public transit system in 

Unalaska would allow the 8,538 

visitors and residents who do not 

otherwise leave their residences 

the opportunity to do so. If these 

8,538 people left their residences 

at a quarter of  the rate of those 

who currently do (77.6% of the 

population daily), we could 

expect 1,643 more people (19.2% 

of the 12,400)  using retail and 

recreational amenities on a daily 

basis. If the average Unalaskan 

behaves similarly to the average 

American, then, according to the 

Bureau of Labor Statistics‟ annual 

Consumer Expenditure Survey, they 

will spend $29 a day on food, 

entertainment, and apparel
9
, all which require a mode of transportation to access.  

 

Compounded, this would mean a net increase in island sales of $47,647 daily during peak 

fishing season, a clear and significant economic benefit. This is in addition to the costs that 

would be offset by the processing companies transitioning to use the bus system as their primary 

method for transporting employees.  

                                              
8
 capitol-tires.com 

9
 It is worth mentioning that Unalaskans are culturally distinct from other places in the United States. 

Unalaska’s high population of foreign immigrants who sustain their families in other countries with their 
wages here are highly conscious of their finances, and likely do not spend as liberally as the “typical” 
American. However, the cost-of-living is high in Unalaska relative to the rest of the US, so we expect that 
the high prices balance out the decreased spending frequency.  
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As a final note, a worry presented during the proposal period for the study was that the bus 

would interfere with taxi operation and redirect potential taxi patrons. Using the traffic camera 

data at East Point Drive, Lavelle Court, and Broadway and Fifth, it was determined that no 

statistically significant effect
10

 could be observed between taxi operation when the bus for the 

bus study was running and when it was not. The Planning Department expects this lack of a 

discrepancy to be due to the clientele that use the taxi generally not overlapping with the 

clientele that would take advantage of the bus.  

Safety, Public Welfare, and Community Engagement 

In addition to the substantial economic benefit potentially provided by an Unalaskan public 

transit system, it is necessary to consider how a public transit system can improve the lives of 

Unalaskans. Improvements come in one of two varieties. Either the solution adds something new 

and positive or it mitigates something old and problematic. A transit system would do both. 

Public transit gives people who would otherwise not have options more of them. It allows them 

to get to the dentist, doctor, or other medical professionals for regular treatment. It gives them 

access to parks, hiking trails, and entertainment options that allow them to de-stress and 

interact positively with their fellow citizens. Public transit provides lower income community 

members with significant savings options, too. Instead of spending their time traveling by foot 

to their destination or their money on other methods of transportation, they are able to save for 

other, more discretionary expenses or for the long-term.  

The mitigation effects of an established public transit system are easier to specifically identify. 

They include: 

1. Decreased congestion and increased roadway capacity due to more travelers using the 

bus system. 

2. Decreased driving related arrests and 

crimes. Unalaska has experienced 42 

DUI arrests, 35 vehicle crashes, and 63 

moving violations so far this year
11

. 

Providing inexpensive, convenient 

transport to and from popular nightlife 

locations can provide an important 

reduction in risky behavior motivated by 

a lack of alternative transit options. 

Additionally, good transit options take 

drivers off the road, leading to a decrease 

in speeding citations, erratic and distracted driving, and other related hazards. 

                                              
10

 Difference between 'During' and 'After' data was not statistically significant (p-value = 0.05) for Safeway 
(t=0.615) and Main Intersection (t=0.303) stops, and statistically significant for the Clinic (t=0.046). The 
latter's significance suggests that it was not due to chance that more taxis ran during the bus study than 
after it.  However, insufficient data was collected for statistical robustness, so all significance calculations 
should be viewed within that context. 
11

 Unalaska Public Safety (September 5
th
, 2018) 

Figure 10:  Environmental Benefits of Public Transit 
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3. Transit is also safer than driving for the traveler. The American Public Transit 

Association reports that traveling via public transit reduces a traveler‟s likelihood of 

being in an accident by 90%, and that public transit is ten times safer per mile than a 

personal vehicle.  

4. Negative environmental effects are also mitigated by effective public transit
12

. While 

buses generally get worse mileage than cars overall, their shared use qualities save the 

United States 4.2 billion gallons of gas annually, and the nation‟s carbon emissions by 37 

million metric tons. 

Envisioning Unalaskan Public Transit________________ 

Summary 

An Unalaskan bus system would be a 

step forward in economic, social, and 

transportation development that the 

island has never seen before. As such, 

the Planning Department believes it 

would be worthwhile for the name of 

the bus system to be decided by the 

community. Bus systems like 

Gulkana‟s Soaring Eagle Transit 

hearken back to their cultural roots. 

The Planning Department thinks that 

an opportunity like this should not be 

missed, and that a name should be 

sourced from the Unalaskan public 

that remembers our Aleut heritage 

while simultaneously realizing the 

new opportunities available to 

Unalaskans in the 21
st
 century.  

The proposed bus system remembers 

its marine predecessors by going from 

island to island, like the native iqya  , 

fulfilling a crucial and important role 

in islanders‟ daily life. How, where, 

and when a bus system would do this 

is the subject of the following chapter, 

which lays out a comprehensive plan 

regarding what a bus system in 

                                              
12

 kcata.org 

Figure 11:  The August Period’s Blue Route 
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Unalaska could practically look like. Much of this plan is inspired by how the bus study’s system 

was laid out, but with a few changes. The logistics of acquiring the proposed system are the 

subject of the following chapter. A table of costs for many of the elements described below can 

be found in Appendix A: Table of Relevant Costs and Estimated Financial Impact. 

Routes and Stops 

The City Planning Department is proposing two separate bus routes. The Main Route would run 

from the Unalaska Marine Center‟s City Dock to the intersection of Steward Road and East 

Broadway. The proposed Main Route is most similar to the Blue Route of the August period of 

the bus study. That route was an “access” based model, rather than“coverage” based one. This 

meant that it sought to give riders the quickest access to their destinations rather than picking 

them up at every possible location passengers might be expected.  

During the August period of the study, the Blue Route was judged to be the more successful of 

the two routes. The Gold Route, which serviced 24 stops on a “coverage” based system, serviced 

the APL dock, Fuel Dock, Coastal Dock, and Kovirzhka Road stops. Only 7 passengers (out of 

259) were picked up between 

these four stops during the 

August period.  As a result, 

when the second half of the 

study was completed, in 

January, the Standard Oil and 

Strawberry Hill coverage 

areas that were serviced by 

these four stops were 

removed. The January Route 

was a rerun of August‟s Blue 

Route, and serviced 10 stops. 

The other stops cut were OSI 

and North Pacific Fuel, 

which were judged not to 

have enough riders to make 

service worthwhile, and some 

of the ones along East 

Broadway and Steward Road, 

whose service was 

consolidated into three main 

hubs.  

The January period of the 

study ran just prior to the 

opening of Pollock A season, 

when the population of 

Figure 12:  Proposed Routes for Unalaska Bus System 
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Unalaska had swollen to its peak. It was in January that OSI, whose stop had been removed from 

the schedule, reached out to the City. The company had appreciated the service in August, and 

was interested in its continuance during peak fishing season.  

With OSI‟s request in mind, the Planning Department is also proposing the Captain‟s Bay Route, 

which would act as a supplement to the Main Route. The Captain‟s Bay Route would run up and 

down Captain‟s Bay Road, and make four stops: Offshore Systems Inc., North Pacific Fuel, 

Westward and the transfer terminal.  

The combined route system differs from the study‟s Blue Route in the following ways: 

1. Instead of a single route with a spur down Captain‟s Bay Road, the system runs the 

separate Main Route and its supplementary Captain‟s Bay Route.  

2. Instead of the Captain‟s Bay Route only including the stop at Westward, it includes four 

stops – the transfer terminal at the intersection of Captain‟s Bay and Airport Beach Road, 

Westward, North Pacific Fuel, and Crowley.  

3. The route system has a transfer point between one route and the other route. 

4. The Main Route travels south on Steward Road to the Overland Park terminal before 

heading north again on East Broadway Road. The Blue Route only traveled on Steward. 

Not crossing the intersection and staying on the same side of the road throughout the 

whole trip increases safety, and since there are no scheduled stops on Steward Road, no 

conflict is created by only having buses run in one direction on the segments of the loop.  

 

Schedules, Vehicles, and Drivers 

Travel from the Overland Park Terminal to the City Dock Terminal on Airport Beach Road takes 

a maximum of twenty minutes, one-way. Travel from the proposed transfer terminal at the corner 

of Airport Beach Road and Captain‟s Bay Road to Westward takes approximately eight minutes, 

round-trip. Finally, travel from the transfer terminal to OSI takes approximately twenty minutes, 

round trip.  

It has been expressed to the City Planning Department that an hourly bus service is too 

infrequent. Anecdotal evidence supports that a system that provided service on a half-hourly 

basis would be satisfactory to the general Unalaska population.  
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In order for the system to provide half-hourly service to each stop on the Main Route, the 

operator would need to run two buses on the route. 

It is theoretically possible to travel the seven and a 

half miles that make up the Main Route in fifteen 

minutes at thirty miles-per-hour. However, the 

slight delays racked up at each stop, in addition to 

the time spent picking up passengers who hailed the 

bus not at an official stop, would compound into 

significant delays later in the day, since there would 

be no time left over at the end of each hour for the 

bus to reset to the beginning of its schedule. 

Consequently, in order to run half-hourly service on 

the Main Route, the operator would need two buses. 

Each bus, at the end of its twenty-minute 

northbound or southbound trip, would wait ten 

minutes at either the City Dock or Overland Park 

terminal before starting its return trip. 

In order to provide half-hourly service on the 

Captain‟s Bay Route, the operator would only 

require one bus. Since the trip from the transit 

terminal to OSI takes twenty minutes, the bus 

would wait for ten minutes after each round trip at 

the transit terminal before starting its next round 

trip to OSI.  

The vision for the system described above requires 

three vehicles. It is important to note, however, that 

this proposal does not take into account potential 

maintenance problems that could and will arise 

during the normal operation of a bus system. In the 

system proposed above, if one bus fell out of non-stop operation, the minimum reduction in 

service would be a thirty minute delay on the Main Route. This delay would be extremely 

problematic, especially if riders are trusting the bus system to get them to work, home, or 

elsewhere in a timely manner.  

To eliminate this risk, the Planning Department recommends that the operator purchase a 

fourth bus in addition to the regularly operating three. This way, the operator could rotate 

the four buses among the maintenance garage, where each bus would undergo monthly 

preventative maintenance (one would be in the garage each week), the paved, light wear-and-tear 

Main Route, and the unpaved, heavier wear-and-tear Captain‟s Bay route. Monthly maintenance 

would drastically reduce the chances of a potentially catastrophic equipment failure during 

travel, as well as effectively eliminate the chances of two buses needing maintenance at the same 

time, a situation that would require a drastic decrease in service.  

Figure 13:  August Period Study Schedules 
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However, the Planning Department recognizes that there are scenarios in which financial 

burdens outweigh other potential non-monetary costs. In the event that starting a bus system 

would be one of the scenarios, there is a way in which the bus system could be operated with 

three so that only two stops lose service and only an eight-minute delay is incurred on half the 

stops of the Main Route. (In the 

event of a maintenance issue.)  

This is possible because the three-

bus system has the potential to 

provide its own failsafe 

redundancy. If a maintenance 

issue existed that took one bus out 

of service, the bus running the 

Captain‟s Bay Route would switch 

to servicing the Main Route. The 

Main Route would add the 

Westward stop, as well as the 

eight minute round trip necessary 

to access it from Airport Beach 

Road. This would create an eight-

minute delay on the remaining half 

of the Main route, but since the 

round trip was only increased to 

28 minutes, the ten minute cushion 

at the terminal that the route 

normally has would prevent delays from compounding over the course of the day.  

This three-bus alternative should only be considered if the four-bus system is judged to be 

infeasible. It does not provide sufficient time for regular maintenance, all but guaranteeing that 

service will have to be cut at NPF and OSI when maintenance does need to be done, and lowers 

the lifespan of the buses such that any value gained from not purchasing an extra one is lost 

because of the accelerated rate of wear.  

In addition to the amount of buses necessary to run the system, it is necessary to consider the 

ridership capacity in each bus. Relevant considerations here include the style of the bus (flat 

faced, school bus, van), and the proportion of riders to empty seats that will give the system the 

appearance that it is in regular use, and not just going back and forth on the taxpayers‟ dime. The 

costs of different capacity, style, and length buses are provided in the Table of Costs and 

Estimated Financial Impact, in Appendix A. Vehicle insurance is also a relevant consideration. 

These buses will need drivers. The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration mandates 

specific “Hours of Service Rules”, as seen in Figure 14.  

Figure 14:  Compensation Options if Fourth Bus Breaks in a Four 
Bus System vs. if Third Bus Breaks in a Three Bus System 
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 In order to remain compliant with the FMCSA‟s regulations and Department of Labor standards, 

the system will need to have at least two full time drivers per bus available per day, with an 

additional part time driver per day, assuming that the buses will run for ten or more hours daily. 

To comply with the 60/70 hour limit, an additional two drivers would be needed to cover the 

remaining day of the week. Each driver, then, would work a shift a day, except on one day of the 

week, which they would have off, while the part time employees fill the gaps in the 40 hour 

week. Finally, an extra employee would be worth having to cover sick days, vacation, etc. This 

comes to a minimum total of 12 employees necessary to operate the service, 10 full time and 2 

part times. 

 Lastly, the City will need to decide what sort of fueling option it prefers for its buses. Buses 

come in five different varieties – gasoline, diesel, fuel cell, liquid natural gas, and electric. The 

respective costs for each of these options, as well as the estimated “miles per gallon” of diesel at 

the Power Plant that an electric bus would 

consume are also provided in Appendix A.  

 Fares and Transfers 

The exact amount charged per ride is subject to a 

couple different considerations. Firstly, it is 

nearly impossible to run a bus system at an 

immediate profit. Kodiak Area Transit System 

charges $2.00 a ride, but has calculated that the 

average cost to Kodiak Senior Care, which 

manages the system, is about $18.00 a ride, or 

nine times the fare. Bus system operators generally 

do not derive their value from direct profits, but rather from the economic and social 

development encouraged by the bus system. We expect that the projected increase in business 

sales due to viable transit when the population is at its peak would be $70,673 per day. 

Consequently, the city’s current 3% sales tax revenue would rise by $1,429.41 per day. This 

increase in revenues would cover the expenses of a $500,000 per year bus system in 350 

days, even with the newly mobile population only being 25% economically active.   

Frequently, fares are used to recoup the remaining costs between what is paid annually for a 

transit system and what is provided via tax revenue, partnerships, advertising, and federal and 

state grants. In Unalaska‟s case, sales tax revenue due to increased economic activity would 

recoup costs on its own, so fares would be more discretionary. Since the average rider indicated 

in the bus study that they would be willing to pay two to four dollars, the fare should probably be 

around that.  

Most fares would be collected on buses, in cash, to keep it simple and avoid unnecessary 

investments in a more complex electronic system. While this requires riders to pay using exact 

change, this is not an unusual practice for public transit systems nationwide. The cash boxes 

Regulation Description 
10-Hour Driving Limit May drive a maximum of 

10 hours after 8 consecutive 

hours off duty. 

15-Hour Limit May not drive after having 

been on duty for 15 hours, 

following 8 consecutive 

hours off duty. Off-duty 

time is not included in the 

15-hour period. 

60/70- Hour Limit May not drive after 60/70 

hours on duty in 7/8 

consecutive days. 

Figure 15:  FMCSA Hours of Service Rules 
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onboard the buses would be emptied at the end of the day by an authorized employee with a key 

and the cash would then be deposited in the relevant account.  

In addition to the basic, single-ride fare, multi-ride punch cards could be sold at City Hall, the 

PCR, Safeway, processing plants, and other locations around the island. A ten punch card would 

have a discounted price per ride, and a punch card that provided even more rides (fifteen, twenty) 

would have even better value. These punch cards could be brought onto the bus, hole-punched 

by the driver, and then returned to the rider for later reuse. A coffee shop style “Ride the bus nine 

times, get your tenth ride free!” system could also be an option, as could an “unlimited day pass” 

for a higher total but lower cost per ride aimed primarily at the needs of short term visitors.  

Since the proposed system has a transfer point at the intersection of Airport Beach and Captain‟s 

Bay Roads, a transfer system would also need to be in place. This could be as simple as printing 

out a deck of transfers in the morning before service starts and issuing them to riders on the 

Captain‟s Bay Route and those who ask for them on the Main Route or as complex as plastic 

“Unalaska Bus System” tokens that would be issued in the same way as the paper transfers but 

be deposited in the cash box and reissued the next day instead of hole-punched and invalidated.   

Infrastructure 

In addition to routes, stops, schedules, vehicles, drivers, fares, and transfers, a fully operational 

bus system requires physical additions to the built infrastructure. The minimum expectation for a 

bus system would be signage indicating where each bus stop is along a route, while the 

maximum infrastructural improvement could include everything up to terminal buildings, 

covered bus garages, heated and enclosed bus stops with inside benches, and bump-outs built 

into the road system for buses to pull over to drop people off at their desired stop. The degree of 

infrastructural development desired is subject to Council‟s discretion, but there are funding 

sources (specifically federal grants) that could potentially make the highest degree of 

development a possibility at minimal cost to the City. These funding sources are explored in 

greater detail in the next chapter and in Appendix B.  

Making Unalaskan Transit a Reality__________________ 

Options 
Looking around at other communities we can find numerous methods of delivering public transit 

services to people.  Some are public and some are semi-public systems. They can include a 

transit authority, municipally owned and operated, municipally owned and contractor operated, 

as well as a private venture system. 
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Municipally Owned and Operated 

Juneau, Alaska‟s transit system is one example of a municipally owned and operated transit 

system.  The service began in 1971 and is considered to be a successful transit system in Alaska.  

Juneau‟s estimated population in 2017 is 30,388.  Its transit system, called Capital Transit, offers 

ridership to more than a million people annually.  It is funded “primarily by general fund 

revenues from the City and Borough of Juneau and passenger fare revenues. The capital costs of 

vehicles and facilities are provided by the State of Alaska and the Federal Transit 

Administration. Only the local match for capital grants (10-20%) is provided by the Capital 

Transit Budget.”
13

 

Contractor-Operated 

Contactor-Operated means the city acquires the capital for a transit system, but hires a private 

contractor to operate the system.  In this instance the City of Unalaska would issue a request for 

proposals to seek parties – businesses interested in operating the transit service.  The operator 

would be responsible for insurance, operation, maintenance, and fee collection in exchange for 

profit obtained by operating the service. 

                                              
13

 https://juneaucapitaltransit.org/about-us/, Capital Transit 

Figure 16:  Capital Transit Route Map, Juno AK 
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According to a study by the U.S. General Accounting Office, “para-transit, demand response, 

and commuter rail are more likely to be contracted out, and fixed-route bus, heavy rail, and light 

rail are most often operated by the transit agency.”
14

 The study cites the ability of private 

contractors to be more flexible, and cheaper, in scheduling and paying drivers as reasons in 

support of contracting services.  However, the study cites officials from national and local unions 

as saying “while contracting may provide some short-term cost savings to transit agencies, in 

their view the savings are almost entirely from lower wages and benefits paid by the private 

companies to employees.”
15

 

Unstated thus far, the obvious benefit from using a contractor operated system is that the city can 

control its liability and costs for a transit system.  It also absolves the city / municipality from 

having the burden of scheduling issues both in terms of staff, supervision, as well as bus 

operation and service routes. 

Kodiak Area Transit System uses this form for system operation. Rather than hire an entirely 

new contractor, Kodiak Senior Care, which manages the system, contracts to the same company 

that runs the Kodiak school system‟s buses, First Student.  

The Unalaska Planning Department approached Island Services about their interest in operating a 

public transit on the island.  Island Services currently provides the Unalaska City School District 

with bussing services for its pupils.  The company admitted Unalaska is the only place where it 

operates busses; it is a refuse removal company and also operates waste management services on 

the island.  The company said it would be interested in evaluating the opportunity once this study 

is completed.    

Transit Authority 

Another method of implementing a transit system is to create a public transit authority.  Alaskan 

legislation enables local governments to create a transit authority. Once created, each 

representing government, or member, has appointment authority over a certain number of the 

entity‟s members.  Once created, transit authorities have the abilities similar to those of 

municipalities where it comes to levying taxes for transit purposes.  The implied benefits of a 

transit authority include the transfer of liability and operations to a third party.   

Funding 
A strategy to fund a transportation system for Unalaska will depend on the kind of system the 

City chooses to develop.  There are a variety of ways that other places use to fund transit service 

and pay for associated capital costs.  

                                              
14

 PUBLIC TRANSIT Transit Agencies’ Use of Contracting to Provide Service, 2013, page 2, GAO 
15

 Ibid, summary page 
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Dedicated Transit Sales Tax 

Dedicated transit sales taxes have been implemented to fund operating and/or capital costs 

throughout the country, particularly in western states and California. The most common amounts 

are 25% and 50%. Voter approval would be needed to utilize this as a funding source. 

Marine Passenger Fee 

In researching other Alaska communities, Juneau collects a $5 per passenger fee on every 

arriving cruise ship passenger.  Juneau uses those funds on projects that enhance the tourism 

experience.  Since the bus service would be available to visiting tourists, it would be acceptable 

to designate some of the „passenger fees‟ to support a bus service on the island.  It‟s worth 

noting, however, that Unalaska does not receive the number of visitors as Juneau and other 

Alaskan tourist communities.   

Taxes and Fees Imposed on Visitors 

Many local governments impose taxes and fees that are paid by visitors.  This is an incremental 

collection tax that is designed to offset some of the impacts visitors impose on the community.  

Unalaska already has hotel-motel room tax and uses part of it to fund the Convention and 

Visitors Bureau.   The city could potentially also use some of the funds to support a transit 

system.  These fees are usually collected through hotel taxes and car rental fees. 

Fuel and Vehicle Taxes 

Local governments in Alaska may impose registration taxes.  These are collected annually 

through the Department of Motor Vehicles when vehicle owners obtain new registrations and 

licenses.  It can be a flat tax or can be based on vehicle value or age.  The fees can be used for 

any purpose.  

Local governments can also enact fuel taxes.  These funds are typically collected to support 

roadway maintenance and paving activities.  However taxes can also be used to fund local transit 

operations. The City currently has a $50/year vehicle tax. 

Partnerships 

Many transit systems are designed using partnerships between the public and private sector.  As 

„small‟ as Unalaska can seem, it also has some fairly „large‟ operations on the island.  It has 

several large seafood processing plants that employ a potentially significant number of transit 

riders, as well as shipping companies that can assist with delivering capital equipment.  There are 

also two native organizations that have a large presence on the island.  The first is the local 

native village corporation, the Ounalashka Corporation, a large property owner that leases 

property for profit.  The other is the Qawalangin Tribe, the local and federally recognized tribe.  

Together these entities represent many of the native islanders who are often underserved, in 

terms of transportation services and other services 
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Advertising 

Just about all transit systems offer some form of advertising on their vehicles and shelters. It is 

not anticipated that advertising will generate a significant amount of revenue for Unalaska.  

However it is an opportunity to use to the degree possible. According to information in the 

Juneau 2014 Capital Transit Plan, Fairbanks generates $18,000 per year in advertising revenue, 

while a much bigger city like Anchorage generates nearly $400,000. 

Rider Fares 

It was clear during the transit study weeks wherein Unalaska offered free bus service that the 

riders appreciated the service.  Information collected suggested riders would be willing to pay 

anywhere from $0 - $10 per ride, with the average being somewhere around $4 per trip.  It is 

anticipated that rider fees would pay for a significant portion of the Unalaska transit system due 

to the relatively high number of carless, temporary workers on the island during fishing seasons. 

Grants and Multi-Jurisdictional Grant Opportunities 

The Alaska Community Transit (ACT) website lists fourteen communities in our state that 

receive grant funding.  The communities range from City of Anchorage‟s extensive „People 

Mover‟, to Ketchikan‟s smaller „The Bus‟.  ACT‟s mission is to provide access and mobility 

within the communities of Alaska, both urban and non-urban, through transit services that are 

safe, appealing, efficient, and easily-available to both the general public and transit-dependent 

populations.  The fourteen communities currently receiving funding are: 

 Anchorage – People Mover 

 Bethel – Bethel Public Transit System 

 Fairbanks – MACS Transit 

 Girdwood – Glacier Valley Transit 

 Gulkana – Soaring Eagle Transit 

 Hollis – Inter-Island Ferry Authority 

 Juneau – Capital Transit 

 Ketchikan – The Bus 

 Kodiak – Kodiak Area Transit System 

 Mat-Su – Valley Transit 

 Sitka – The Ride 

 Soldotna – Central Area Rural Transit (CARTS) 

 Talkeetna – Sunshine Transit 

 Tok – Interior Alaska Bus Line 

Unalaska also has the opportunity to partner with the Qawalangin Tribe and Ounalashka 

Corporation to apply for a blend of federal, state, and tribal grant funds.  “The U.S. Department 

of Transportation (USDOT) announced the opportunity to apply for $5 million in competitive 

grant funding to support transit for Native American tribes and Alaska Native villagers in rural 
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areas. The funding program supports projects that will provide greater access to jobs, schools, 

and health care in tribal areas where transit is currently limited or nonexistent.” 
16

  In fiscal year 

2017, the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) awarded Tribal Transit funds to 36 

competitively selected projects in 19 states. 

The FTA administers 30 grant programs.  Of these, 15 are competitive programs that must be 

applied for in order to win funding.  Thirteen are formula based programs, and two are „set 

asides‟ wherein they are administratively awarded based on a set of criteria programmatically 

unique to the funding‟s purpose(s).  One of these is „The Tribal Transit Program‟ from the 

Formula Grants for Rural Areas program consisting of a $25 million formula program and a $5 

million discretionary grant program subject to the availability of appropriations. A 10% local 

match is required under the discretionary program, however, there is no local match required 

under the formula program.  

Unalaska qualifies for the Tribal Transit funding program.  The community appears to qualify 

for eight (8) of the grant programs outright by virtue of its location as a rural community, or 

because the Qawalangin Tribe is a federally recognized tribal organization, or because we can 

design a system with elements that meet the conditions of the grant opportunity.  Some reasons 

why we would not qualify for grants administered by the FTA are because they are geared 

toward fixed rail transit, highway systems, colleges and university areas, areas with non-

attainment pollution issues, are for ferry transportation systems, research and design 

opportunities and or deal with federally declared disaster recovery assistance program areas.  A 

complete list and description of all the grant opportunities can be found in Appendix B. 

Possible Transit Model for Unalaska_________ 

Route 

The model we tested that seemed to demonstrate a reasonable result for Unalaska is a two route 

system.  The first route would consist of two buses operating on the half hour between the City 

Dock and Overland Park.  The second route would operate on Captains Bay Road and navigate 

between OSI and a connection with the first route at Airport Beach Road. 

Ridership & Revenue 

The following assumptions are based on the two trial weeks the city operated bus service.  Rider 

estimates were deflated to maintain a conservative approach to the assumptions.  Hours of 

operation, seasonal routes and rider fees are controlled variables.   

                                              
16

 https://www.transit.dot.gov/about/news/us-department-transportation-announces-5-million-funding-
opportunity-tribal-transit 
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The first scenario proposes two 

busses running every half hour along 

the north-south main route.  A 

prediction of 10 riders total per hour, 

20 hours of daily service for seven 

days per week.  Assume route hours 

to be 5:00am – 12:00pm (20 hours) 

generates 200 riders per day.  At a 

rate of $3 per ride, this scenario 

produces $600 per day, thus $4,200 

weekly. 

The second scenario would operate a 

third bus along Captains Bay Road 

during the fishing seasons.  The bus 

would also operate on the half hour.  

Its anticipated ridership would be 

slightly greater at 7 riders per hour. 

Holding the other controlled 

variables the same as scenario 1, that 

route would generate 140 riders per 

day producing $420 per day or 

$2,940 weekly. 

Direct Income/Expenses 

There are three basic numbers 

needed to evaluate a potential new 

program: startup costs, operating 

expenses and income, and indirect income and benefit.  Appendix A indicates the revenue of the 

proposed bus scenarios would yield about $500,000 annually.  The operation costs for the system 

are estimated at about $1.55 million annually. That would leave a deficit of approximately $1 

million to operate the service.   

Indirect Income & Benefit 

However there are the multipliers provide a return to the city indirectly, either through increased 

sales tax revenue or an increase in business activity resulting from additional people circulating 

cash in our local economy.  In a previous section of this report, Observed Need, the Economic 

Development that occurs as the result of an investment in a transit system is given a multiplier of 

3 to 1, anticipating a return of $3 to the community for every $1 invested in the service.  That‟s a 

conservative estimate provided by models studied in areas that have a lot of leakage to 

surrounding communities, whereas Unalaska has no cross over social and community 

opportunities connected to our street system like there are in other places.  Even if there is only a 

1 to 1 return on an investment, city businesses and service providers should reap a return benefit 

Figure 17:  Simplified Map of Unalaska Bus System 
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of the $1.55 million annually.  Since Unalaska‟s geography prohibits „economic leakage‟ to 

adjacent communities‟ there should be significantly more stable returns on investment 

approaching the 3-1 indicator.  A predicted return of $3 to $1, or $4.5 million annually in this 

scenario, is a confident estimate. 

Startup Costs 

Appendix B indicates a list of potential grants that could be applied for to obtain startup costs.  

There are 16 grants listed as qualified grants, those which the City of Unalaska and or potential 

partners are eligible to apply.  In addition to startup costs, some of these resources also provide 

for operating costs.  Many of the grants sources in Appendix B would be more successful if a 

tribal organization was a project partner.  For instance, if the Q Tribe was interested then the city 

would be eligible for Public Transportation on Indian Reservations Program; Tribal Transit Program 

grant and the Tribal Transit Formula Grants - 5311(c)(2) grant. 

 

Unalaska also has the potential to work collaboratively with shipping and processing companies 

in establishing a system here.  Processing companies‟ workers would be one of the larger 

ridership groups to benefit from a transit system, being most do not have personal transportation 

on the island.  If a project with costs and anticipated outcomes were proposed to this group the 

benefit gained might be very attractive to assist with such a project. And a big expense for 

shipping four busses to the island might be defrayed the shipping companies also decided to be a 

partner in the project. 
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Summary and Departmental Recommendation_________ 
This study documents there is a need and interest in public transit on Unalaska.  The island‟s 

ratio of cars to workers alone demonstrates there is unrealized economic potential to be gained 

by increasing the circulation of people throughout the community.  Outcomes anticipated by 

introducing public transit also include the following: 

1. Increased mobility for young residents aged 10-16 throughout the community 

2. Transportation support to/from youth programs at school, PCR and the public library 

3. Alternative to walking during poor/inclement weather for island residents and visitors 

4. Alternative transportation option for community elderly residents 

5. Investment in public transit increases circulation of income in the community 

exponentially 

Other, socio-economic outcomes that are not demonstrably noted via revenue or costs should 

include a community image and rebranding opportunity.  In a community that is so reliant on 

guest workers to facilitate the functioning of the local economy, the attractiveness of working in 

Unalaska can only increase with the opportunity for local transit mobility.  Other Alaskan 

communities that have implemented public transit appear to be improving their economies 

overall, and the introduction of transit highlights community capacity to remain current with 

modern times. 

Moving forward might include developing a partnership with the local Qawalangin Tribe and 

several businesses to initiate a public transit system.  Together with the Q Tribe there are 

financial resources available that can offset or nearly cover the initial costs of the transit system.  

Indirectly, the additional resources collected by the city‟s 3% sales tax should pay for the 

ongoing operations and maintenance costs of such a system, while also providing capital dollars 

for future capital costs. 

If the city is indeed interested in pursuing transit further, it might be prudent to meet with other 

Alaskan communities that have implemented transit.  This study highlights anticipated revenues 

and costs, however it is always recommended to seek additional information prior to 

implementing a major program or change to services.  The city could also contract for an 

additional study of the potential transit options, whoever that consultant is would benefit from 

the information created by this study.   

However it also seems Unalaska is a relatively small community by comparison to many, and the 

linear layout of the island road system doesn‟t lend itself to many alternate routes and 

transportation system options.  The money put toward an additional study could be put toward 

capital costs for a system rather than a larger study.  Simply put, it‟s not that complicated of an 

issue to examine and make a decision about in comparison to a system being considered for a 

metropolitan area. 
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Instead, another option would be to convene a stakeholder meeting between the city, QTribe, and 

several of the islands larger companies.  A path forward might be to prepare refined costs of 

capital acquisition and system operation, while also gaging interest among stakeholders for 

transit.  Forming a partnership together could spell a formula to explore grant opportunities and 

diagram means of sharing the costs to initialize a transit system together for the benefit of island 

residents and workers.  This is the option that the Planning Department recommends the City 

Council consider and, if acceptable, the next phase will be to facilitate discussions toward a 

better understanding of what it would take to realize a public transit system on Unalaska. 
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Appendix A: Table of Costs and Financial Impact_______ 

Bus

Used 120,000.00    Cost is average from government surplus research. 4 x $30,000

New 400,000.00    Average cost of new PCR style bus based on research. 4 x $100,000

Bus Sign 3,000.00         Quoted cost

Schedules 8,000.00         Based on research of print services.

Tickets 5,000.00         Based on research of print services.

Total Used 136,000.00$  

Total New 416,000.00$  

Employees Multiplier Used

FT Driver* 123,411.00    1,234,110.00   x10 drivers

PT Driver* 74,082.00       148,164.00      x2 drivers

Admin* 94,571.00        

Insurance** 768.00            3,072.00           x3 busses

Fuel 1,089.00         56,628.00        x3 busses x365 days, based on cost to run PCR Bus

Maintenance 2,600.00         7,800.00           x3 busses, 3 year average for PCR bus

1,544,345.00   

**Based on current PCR bus, per city insurer 

N/S Bus Westward

Riders/hr 8 7 Based on average riders per hour

Rate 3.00                 3.00                  Average based on rider suggestion

Revenue/hr 24.00               21.00                

Revenue/dy 480.00            420.00              

Revenue/wk 3,360.00         2,940.00           

Revenue/yr 174,720.00    152,880.00      

# of busses 2 1

Total 349,440.00    152,880.00      
502,320.00  

Planning worked with Unalaska's Risk Manager to estimate insurance requirements.

Planning consulted with Unalaska's Human Resources Manager to derive requirements about 

number of drivers per working requirements.

Start-up cost

Operating cost

Yearly Total

Projected Annual Revenue

Projected System Wide Annual Revenue

* Unalaska Light Equipment Operator, and Admin 2 position (assumes 2,080 hrs, no overtime), based on HR 

suggestion and current staff cost
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Appendix B: List of Available Grants_______________ 

Qualified Grant Opportunities 
 

Access and Mobility Partnership Grants  

This program provides competitive funding to support 

innovative capital projects for the transportation 

disadvantaged that will improve the coordination of 

transportation services and non-emergency medical 

transportation services.  

 

Better Utilizing Investments to Leverage Development 

(BUILD)  

Transportation Grants Program (formerly TIGER) US 

DOT‟s Better Utilizing Investments to Leverage 

Development (BUILD) Transportation Discretionary Grants 

program funds investments in transportation infrastructure, 

including transit.  

 

Bus & Bus Facilities Infrastructure Investment Program

  

Provides funding through a competitive allocation process 

to states and transit agencies to replace, rehabilitate and 

purchase buses and related equipment and to construct bus-

related facilities. The competitive allocation provides 

funding for major improvements to bus transit systems that 

would not be achievable through formula allocations.  

 

Enhanced Mobility of Seniors & Individuals with Disabilities - Section 5310  

Formula funding to states for the purpose of assisting private nonprofit groups in meeting transportation 

needs of the elderly and persons with disabilities.  

 

Expedited Project Delivery for Capital Investment Grants Pilot - 3005(b) Allows up to eight 

projects over the life of the pilot program to be selected for expedited grant awards. Projects must be 

supported through a public-private partnership and demonstrate local financial commitment, technical 

capacity, and a certification that the existing transit system is in a state of good repair.  

 

Flexible Funding Programs - Surface Transportation Block Grant Program - 23 USC 133 

Provides funding that may be used by states and localities for a wide range of projects to preserve and 

improve the conditions and performance of surface transportation, including highway, transit, intercity 

bus, bicycle and pedestrian projects. 

 

Formula Grants for Rural Areas - 5311  

Provides capital, planning, and operating assistance to states to support public transportation in rural areas 

with populations less than 50,000, where many residents often rely on public transit to reach their 

destinations.  

Figure 18:  Bus Stop Sign and Brochures 
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Grants for Buses and Bus Facilities Formula Program - 5339(a)  

Provides funding to states and transit agencies through a statutory formula to replace, rehabilitate and 

purchase buses and related equipment and to construct bus-related facilities. In addition to the formula 

allocation, this program includes two discretionary components: The Bus and Bus Facilities Discretionary 

Program and the Low or No Emissions Bus Discretionary Program.  

 

Human Resources & Training - 5314 (b)  

Provides for grants or contracts for human resource and workforce development programs as they apply 

to public transportation activities.  

 

Low or No Emission Vehicle Program - 5339(c) 

Provides funding through a competitive process to states and transit agencies to purchase or lease low or 

no emission transit buses and related equipment, or to lease, construct, or rehabilitate facilities to support 

low or no emission transit buses. The program provides funding to support the wider deployment of 

advanced propulsion technologies within the nation‟s transit fleet.  

 

Mobility on Demand (MOD) Sandbox Demonstration Program - 5312  

Funds projects that promote innovative business models to deliver high quality, seamless and equitable 

mobility options for all travelers.  

 

Pilot Program for Transit-Oriented Development Planning – Section 20005(b)  

Provides funding to local communities to integrate land use and transportation planning with a transit 

capital investment that will seek funding through the Capital Investment Grant (CIG) Program.   

 

Public Transportation on Indian Reservations Program; Tribal Transit Program  

The Tribal Transit Program is a set-aside from the Formula Grants for Rural Areas program consisting of 

a $25 million formula program and a $5 million discretionary grant program subject to the availability of 

appropriations. A 10-percent local match is required under the discretionary program, however, there is no 

local match required under the formula program.  

 

Rural Transportation Assistance Program - 5311(b)(3)  

Provides funding to states for developing training, technical assistance, research, and related support 

services in rural areas. The program also includes a national program that provides information and 

materials for use by local operators and state administering agencies and supports research and technical 

assistance projects of national interest.   

 

Technical Assistance & Standards Development - 5314(a)  

Provides funding for technical assistance programs and activities that improve the management and 

delivery of public transportation and development of the transit industry workforce. 

 

Tribal Transit Formula Grants - 5311(c)(2)(B)   

Provides funding to federally recognized Indian tribes to provide public transportation services on and 

around Indian reservations or tribal land in rural areas.  Funding is provided as a set-aside within of the 

Formula Grants to Rural Areas program and allocated both by statutory formula and through a 

competitive discretionary program. 
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Non-Qualified Grant Opportunities 

 
Capital Investment Grants - 5309  

FTA‟s primary grant program for funding major transit capital investments, including heavy rail, 

commuter rail, light rail, streetcars, and bus rapid transit, this discretionary grant program is unlike most 

others in government. Instead of an annual call for applications and selection of awardees, the law 

requires that projects seeking CIG funding complete a series of steps over several years to be eligible for 

funding.   

 

Commuter Rail Positive Train Control Grants  

Authorized by the Fixing America‟s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act (Section 3028), the fiscal year 

2017 Commuter Rail Positive Train Control Grant Program offers funding to states, local governments 

and transit agencies that operate commuter rail systems to install positive train control systems required 

under 49 U.S.C. 20157 (Implementation of positive train control systems). 

 

Flexible Funding Programs - Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Program - 23 USC 149  

CMAQ provides funding to areas in nonattainment or maintenance for ozone, carbon monoxide, and/or 

particulate matter. States that have no nonattainment or maintenance areas still receive a minimum 

apportionment of CMAQ funding for either air quality projects or other elements of flexible spending.  

Funds may be used for any transit capital expenditures otherwise eligible for FTA funding as long as they 

have an air quality benefit 

 

Flexible Funding Programs - National Highway Performance Program - 23 USC 119  

Provides support for the condition and performance of the National Highway System (NHS), for the 

construction of new facilities on the NHS, and to ensure that investments of Federal funds in highway 

construction are directed to support progress toward the achievement of performance targets established 

in a State‟s asset management plan for the NHS. 

 

Low and No-Emission Component Assessment Program (LoNo-CAP)  

On September 29, 2016, FTA announced the opportunity for eligible institutions of higher education to 

apply for funding to conduct testing, evaluation, and analysis of low or no emission (LoNo) components 

intended for use in LoNo transit buses used to provide public transportation. The deadline for applications 

is November 28, 2016. 

 

Metropolitan & Statewide Planning and NonMetropolitan Transportation Planning - 5303, 5304, 

5305  

Provides funding and procedural requirements for multimodal transportation planning in metropolitan 

areas and states. Planning needs to be cooperative, continuous, and comprehensive, resulting in long-

range plans and short-range programs reflecting transportation investment priorities.  

 

Passenger Ferry Grant Program - Section 5307  

Provides competitive funding to public ferry systems in urbanized areas.    
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Public Transportation Emergency Relief Program - 5324  

Helps states and public transportation systems pay for protecting, repairing, and/or replacing equipment 

and facilities that may suffer or have suffered serious damage as a result of an emergency, including 

natural disasters such as floods, hurricanes, and tornadoes. It provides authorization for Section 5307 and 

5311 funds to be used for disaster relief in response to a declared disaster. 

 

Public Transportation Innovation - 5312  

Provides funding to develop innovative products and services assisting transit agencies in better meeting 

the needs of their customers.   

 

Safety Research and Demonstration Program   

The Safety Research and Demonstration (SRD) Program is part of a larger safety research effort at the 

U.S. Department of Transportation that provides technical and financial support for transit agencies to 

pursue innovative approaches to eliminate or mitigate safety hazards. The SRD program focuses on 

demonstration of technologies and safer designs.  

 

State of Good Repair Grants - 5337 Provides capital assistance for maintenance, replacement, and 

rehabilitation projects of existing high-intensity fixed guide-way and high-intensity motorbus systems to 

maintain a state of good repair. Additionally, SGR grants are eligible for developing and implementing 

Transit Asset Management plans.  

  

Transit Cooperative Research Program - 5312(i)  

Research program that develops near-term, practical solutions such as best practices, transit security 

guidelines, testing prototypes, and new planning and management tools. 

 

Urbanized Area Formula Grants - 5307  

Provides funding to public transit systems in Urbanized Areas (UZA) for public transportation capital, 

planning, job access and reverse commute projects, as well as operating expenses in certain 

circumstances.  

 

Zero Emission Research Opportunity (ZERO)  

On November 22, 2016, FTA announced the opportunity for nonprofit organizations to apply for funding 

to conduct research, demonstrations, testing, and evaluation of zero emission and related technology for 

public transportation applications. 
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Appendix C: Traffic Count Information_______________ 

8 Cameras 

Live streaming video recorded for viewing and counting at 8 locations in city 
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Vehicle Counts 

8 Camera Locations Cameras  
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Sample Count 

Sheet from Safeway Camera Location, 3 Hours  
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Impact of Bus Study on Taxi Operation 
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Note: Difference between 
'During' and 'After' data was 
not statistically significant (p-
value = 0.05) for Safeway 
(t=0.615) and Main 
Intersection (t=0.303) stops, 
and statistically significant 
for the Clinic (t=0.046). The 
latter's significance suggests 
that  it was not due to 
chance that more taxis ran 
during the bus study than 
after it.  However, 
insufficient data was 
collected for statistical 
robustness, so all 
significance calculations 
should be viewed within that 
context.  
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Appendix D: Support Materials_______________ 

Brochure 

The brochure was produced in four languages: English, Tagalog, Spanish and Japanese. 
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Media 
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Mileage Log (August) 

Records were kept on all expenses for the study.  Mileage and gas activity logs were kept to 

validate charges to gas accounts. Below is a sample log.  
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Rider Surveys 

Surveys were passed out to passengers while riding the bus during the transit test weeks.  The 

surveys were printed in four languages: English, Tagalog, Spanish and Japanese. 
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Tagalog Survey   
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